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August 11, 2013 

COT – Other Reportables get the 

Willies, Dump 54% of Gold Shorts 
HOUSTON – Recall that we were looking for something interesting in this week’s COT report.  

We even posted a blog offering pointing out the classes of COMEX traders we thought we might 

be focused on (Other Reportables, Producer/Merchants and U.S. Banks in futures).  From the 

trading action earlier in the week one got the sense that something strange was happening.  

We mentioned it in a Daily Comment, remember?   

From August 7 Daily Comments:  “Poor internals yesterday with the HUI off 6% and US stocks, 

the dollar and gold all weaker while bonds held gains from the day prior.  We have all gotten 

used to strange and counter intuitive action coming from gold, but as we look through the list of 

indicators, it does seem like there is something not quite right afoot.  Gold traded in 

backwardation (on the COMEX) most of the day yesterday and we note that negative GOFO in 

London is widening (getting even more negative).” 

Well, as much as I expected to be surprised by the COT data this week (and it takes something 

really out of the ordinary to surprise these days); as much as I expected to see a major change 

in the positioning of the major players in gold futures, I’ll admit that when I first saw the 

changes in the Other Reportable positioning it had the look of a typo – an error.  The violent 

move by the Other Reportables, slashing their gross short exposure by more than half in a 

single week is a jaw dropper.  And, as we saw in the last huge move for the ORs their 

counterparties on the commercial side, the mercenary Swap Dealers, the derivative hawking 

investment banks that sell binary risk to sophisticated “muppets” under the guise of “hedging 

protection,” were on the other side of the trade (the big sellers this week).   

I’m getting ahead of the story, but that should be enough to whet the appetite and to give a 

sense of where the action is this week.  The huge change in positioning by the Other 

Reportables is a kind of COT earthquake.  Whether this is the full jolt or just a preliminary 

tremor remains to be seen, but there can be no doubt that something has changed in the minds 

of the large COMEX bullion trading participants called Other Reportables by the CFTC.  The very 

large traders who trade futures in size for their own book.      

Something very unusual is underway in the positioning of the largest traders of gold futures on 

the COMEX bourse, as we will see as we go through all of the COMEX large trader positioning in 

the report below.   

First things first, though, let’s set the stage with the trading this COT week.   

http://www.gotgoldreport.com/2013/08/comex-large-trader-positioning-release-today.html
http://www.gotgoldreport.com/
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August 2 was Jobs Friday and gold bears took advantage of the event to attempt another sell 

down.  Well, really if you remember, the sell down attempt was actually prior to the rather 

mediocre jobs data release, coming in the early hours. Once the jobs numbers were known gold 

spiked back up to where it began the trading day and then some.  

Both Monday and Tuesday were strange days that had the look of someone or some team 

keeping a thumb on the market, but there was also obviously a very large bidder(s) in the 

COMEX jungle.  How do we know?  Because gold was then beginning to show a more robust 

form of backwardation, as we commented in Daily Comments then, and even posted it on the 

blog (at this link and again here).     

Alas, the selling on COT cutoff Tuesday, Aug 6 was just enough to trigger my trading stop, 

sending me to the sidelines in gold.  From the Daily Comments then:   

Tues Aug 6 A few Elephants throwing their weight around in a thin market triggered our stop on 

gold overnight. We are OUT of gold even though silver is not answering gold all that much and 

(we are) not particularly happy about (getting stopped).  The phrase // do not argue with a thin 

market  // comes to mind.   

There were a couple of interesting developments showing in the price action then. First, of 

course, was the deepening backwardation, which is a clear sign of very strong bidding coming 

in – to argue with whoever was doing all that selling.  (Now we know who was on the bid, Big 

Time!  More about that later in the individual trader charts.)   Second, as mentioned above, 

silver was beginning to outperform gold!  (Great merciful joy and elation!)  

Man, it has been a while since that could be said with a straight face.  For just about all of 2013 

the gold/silver ratio (GSR) has been doing the opposite of what gold and silver bulls want it to 

(whether they realize it or not), which of course is to decline, slowly and relentlessly.  When 

the GSR is declining it is a clear sign that money flow is positive for precious metals (more 

wealth entering than leaving).  That is based on the simple assumption from observation that 

silver advances faster; it outperforms gold when wealth is flowing into the precious metals.     

Argue the point if you like, but as all of you know by now, one of our most trusted indicators of 

the precious metals is the gold/silver ratio (GSR).  As we mentioned in the Daily Comments and 

in that August 7 blog post:   

COT July 30 

COT Aug 6 

Friday Selloff, Again 

http://www.gotgoldreport.com/2013/08/what-is-wrong-with-this-picture-gold-.html
http://www.gotgoldreport.com/2013/08/comex-gold-backwardation-continues-.html
http://www.gotgoldreport.com/2013/08/comex-gold-backwardation-continues-.html
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Most of the internals we watch for the gold market reacted poorly yesterday.  But as we shared with our 

subscribers in a daily comment there was one important indicator which bucked the trend, so to speak.  

The gold/silver ratio, one of our most trusted indicators, loosely represented below by the hourly 

GLD:SLV ratio chart,  seemed to "argue" with the Tuesday gold selloff… 

As anyone can see the gold/silver ratio (GSR)  has been moving relentlessly, as our friend Dennis 

Gartman might say,  'from the lower left to the upper right.'   To those of us who rely on the GSR as an 

indicator of whether money flow for precious metals is turning more positive than negative, a possible 

trend-break now showing on the chart above is kind of an eye opener. Very generally, a rising GSR 

tells us to keep stops on bullish bets tighter and vice versa.  

A theory we have held for many years is that when the GSR is falling and fails to 'answer' gold sell-downs 

by rising apace, and instead holds or falls, is quietly signaling that money flow has at the very least 

stopped being negative and may indeed be turning positive for precious metals.  (Best with several weeks 

of data to gauge it, but the apparent break of the GSR above is encouraging to GSR watching gold bulls.) 

Here was the GLD:SLV chart we shared then and just below it, how it looked Friday, August 9.  

 

  

Note the GSR trend break and glorious, splendid follow through thereafter. How about that? 

Silver has been outperforming gold.  

Let’s look at the hourly chart for silver so we can compare it to the gold chart above.   
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Who knows what tomorrow will bring for sure, but August is getting started with silver 

outperforming gold.  What’s more, it is beginning to show in the longer term gold/silver ratio 

charts.  Here’s a one year example for reference.  

  

Let’s not brag too much about it yet.  It’s a great sign to see the GSR falling again, especially 

since there are so many people out there who have bought into the notion that all the money 

printing and government debt the Keynesian central planners have been piling on are nothing 

to worry about.  (I have borrowed the Kyle Bass phrase, “The Unicorns and Rainbows Crowd,” 

to describe the people who are convinced that the crisis is over and that massive new 

government debt, deficits and intervention into the very complex large system of the global 

market will work out just fine.  I don’t think so.  I think a day of reckoning and a global reset is 

coming, as you all know already.  Large, complex systems can be robust enough to self correct, 

but when governments and central banks get involved and attempt to force the systems to 

perform a certain way it causes the system to become unstable. Unintended consequences in 

extremis are what we all will be facing at some point. The main question is, when?) 

Back on point. It would be one thing if silver was outperforming gold and there were no 

corroborating signals or evidence behind it.  Markets correct all the time, so someone might 
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reason that silver outperforming gold (GSR falling) might just be a corrective phase following a 

very long period of underperformance.  We could rationalize it from the bearish point of view if 

we wanted to in other words.  Many are doing just that too, but if we are looking for them, we 

can see other, important signs that there is a reason silver is outperforming gold right now 

(besides it being too dang cheap itself and relative to gold).  The screen shot just below is just 

one of them.   

  

That’s the menu for the Jan 2015 SLV leaps (long term put and call options).  Calls (bets that 

SLV will rise in value) on the left;  puts (bets that SLV will decline) on the right.  Note the very 

high open interest showing now on the out-of-money calls, a recent phenomenon.  Note my 

Daily Comment below from July 25 and note that the open interest has risen considerably for 

SLV leap calls just since then. (Especially in the $20, $23 and $25 strikes.)     

Thurs Jul 25 … // LONG TERM BETS ON SILVER WARM. The open interest in the Jan 2015 SLV Leap calls 

continues to increase in impressive amounts, now showing: (CALLS open interest) $20 23,320; $21 

3,779; $22 24,397; $23 30,440; $24  77,271(!); $25  29,363. (PUTS open interest)  $20 5,268; $21 

3,260; $22 28,800; $23 14,455; $24 6,518; $25 8,423.    
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The week prior, on July 19, I noted very heavy SLV leap call activity in the Daily Comments, 

saying then:   

Fri Jul 19 // Rumors say that there has also been very high volume in the Jan 2015 SLV $20 

leaps.  Checking our screen shows more than 12,000 contracts traded today alone versus 

an open interest of just under 12,000 lots. Those leaps are not cheap either, currently 

fetching about $2.32 ($232 per contract) to the seller.  Together with the positive money flow in 

SLV and eager bidding into the slightest dip for futures it does indeed suggest an accumulator is 

taking a long-term stand in silver.     

Catch that?  As of July 19 the open interest in the SLV $20 leap calls was only about 12,000 

contracts.  Compare to now (in the menu above) which shows 39,407 calls for that strike.  

Notice also that the offer is up to $2.62 with silver not much different in price since then.   

People are laying in very, very large long-term bullish bets on SLV is the takeaway, and it more 

or less confirms or strengthens our confidence in the now falling GSR.   

*** 

Stop the music!    We are already six pages into this COT update and have yet to get into the 

main course, so let’s cut the intro off right here and take a close look at the positioning of the 

largest traders of gold and silver futures.   

As you know, over the years we have often used the battle metaphor 

for what goes on in the gold and silver futures markets.  The market 

participants are like competing armies, advancing, then retreating 

and advancing again.  One side gaining an advantage for a while, 

then losing it.   

The bull side of the battlefield has been in retreat for much of the 

time since September 2011.  The bears have pulled off a number of 

important, stop triggering raids during that time (probably with help 

from a regulator that seemingly looks the other way, a lot, when it 

comes to things like position limits), the most important of which 

was the Goldman Smash of April 12, 15 as everyone no doubt recalls. 

There have been plenty of others. 

Bear markets are like that.  They favor the bears.  But sooner or later all bear markets end.  

Perhaps by studying the positioning of the largest traders of gold and silver futures we can get 

a sense of whether the current gold bear is ending and a new bull market is taking its place.  

Certainly we can get a sense of whether or not the usual combatants have pushed their futures 

positioning to extremes.    

It is from extremes that the most important (and sometimes the most violent) reversals are 

born and nurtured.   

As always we begin with the Legacy COT data and charts, then the data and charts for the 

disaggregated commitments of traders (DCOT) changes for gold.  Grab a cup of coffee, put on 

some pleasant New Age or Easy Listening music to study by and take a tour with us through 

the COT.  There is a lot here to study, too.    

 

http://www.gotgoldreport.com/2013/05/so-much-for-position-limits-on-comex-gold.html
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Please note:  Source for all COT charts CFTC for COT data, Cash Market for gold and silver.    

Gold Legacy COT  

Legacy COT data for large commercial traders, the Big Hedgers, including Producer Merchants 

and Swap Dealers combined into a single category.   

11/27/2012 $1,742.00 15.07  0.87% 140,950 392,997 252,047 15,983  

12/4/2012 $1,697.32 (44.68) -2.56% 135,887 353,483 217,596 (34,451) 

12/11/2012 $1,709.86 12.54  0.74% 135,772 350,562 214,790 (2,806) 

12/18/2012 $1,671.04 (38.82) -2.27% 137,780 339,914 202,134 (12,656) 

12/24/2012 $1,657.29 (13.75) -0.82% 139,479 327,143 187,664 (14,470) 

12/31/2012 $1,675.21 17.92  1.08% 143,210 331,869 188,659 995  

1/8/2013 $1,658.94 (16.27) -0.97% 152,103 330,575 178,472 (10,187) 

1/15/2013 $1,679.16 20.22  1.22% 156,010 341,123 185,113 6,641  

1/22/2013 $1,692.37 13.21  0.79% 153,048 348,998 195,950 10,837  

1/29/2013 $1,663.58 (28.79) -1.70% 159,776 326,873 167,097 (28,853) 

2/5/2013 $1,672.68 9.10  0.55% 145,291 319,898 174,607 7,510  

2/12/2013 $1,651.02 (21.66) -1.29% 154,573 315,226 160,653 (13,954) 

2/19/2013 $1,604.86 (46.16) -2.80% 158,900 290,982 132,082 (28,571) 

2/26/2013 $1,613.58 8.72  0.54% 151,145 288,765 137,620 5,538  

3/5/2013 $1,575.19 (38.39) -2.38% 150,453 284,251 133,798 (3,822) 

3/12/2013 $1,592.64 17.45  1.11% 149,550 291,671 142,121 8,323  

3/19/2013 $1,612.49 19.85  1.25% 136,677 299,041 162,364 20,243  

3/26/2013 $1,599.80 (12.69) -0.79% 139,588 298,061 158,473 (3,891) 

4/2/2013 $1,575.67 (24.13) -1.51% 137,205 279,727 142,522 (15,951) 

4/9/2013 $1,585.25 9.58  0.61% 135,855 279,657 143,802 1,280  

4/16/2013 $1,367.06 (218.19) -13.76% 144,522 286,451 141,929 (1,873) 

4/23/2013 $1,412.78 45.72  3.34% 156,131 260,519 104,388 (37,541) 

4/30/2013 $1,476.33 63.55  4.50% 170,211 265,774 95,563 (8,825) 

5/7/2013 $1,452.22 (24.11) -1.63% 186,671 274,390 87,719 (7,844) 

5/14/2013 $1,425.10 (27.12) -1.87% 190,502 274,648 84,146 (3,573) 

5/21/2013 $1,376.03 (49.07) -3.44% 192,147 276,269 84,122 (24) 

5/28/2013 $1,380.94 4.91  0.36% 171,995 231,216 59,221 (24,901) 

6/4/2013 $1,399.17 18.23  1.32% 147,497 209,149 61,652 2,431  

6/11/2013 $1,378.04 (21.13) -1.51% 146,470 204,792 58,322 (3,330) 

6/18/2013 $1,367.32 (10.72) -0.78% 155,303 199,418 44,115 (14,207) 

6/25/2013 $1,276.50 (90.82) -6.64% 164,958 200,166 35,208 (8,907) 

7/2/2013 $1,243.23 (33.27) -2.61% 186,385 209,161 22,776 (12,432) 

7/9/2013 $1,251.04 7.81  0.63% 202,617 221,658 19,041 (3,735) 

7/16/2013 $1,291.75 40.71  3.25% 222,746 247,353 24,607 5,566  

7/23/2013 $1,344.99 53.24  4.12% 210,233 244,929 34,696 10,089  

7/30/2013 $1,326.02 (18.97) -1.41% 188,832 214,606 25,774 (8,922) 

8/6/2013 $1,282.80 (43.22) -3.26% 187,636 241,795 54,159 28,385  

                

GOLD               

Date Gold Clos Difference Dif % Long Short  
Net 
Short Difference 

(Tables overlap.)  
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This week:  As gold FELL a big $43.22 or 3.3% Tues/Tues to $1,282.80, even testing the 

$1270s right after the COT cutoff, COMEX combined commercials very strongly INCREASED 

their collective net short positioning (LCNS) by an unexpectedly large 28,385 contracts or 

110.1% (not a misprint), from a very low 25,774 up to a much larger 54,159 contracts net 

short.   

However, ALL of the increase is attributable to Swap Dealer commercials and their interplay 

with Other Reportables as we will see. (Producer Merchants were essentially flat this week.)  

15,983  1,061  6.77% 479,373 5,244  52.58% 

(34,451) 771  -13.67% 434,416 (44,957) 50.09% 

(2,806) (224) -1.29% 433,586 (830) 49.54% 

(12,656) 326  -5.89% 435,742 2,156  46.39% 

(14,470) 1,052  -7.16% 426,300 (9,442) 44.02% 

995  56  0.53% 427,991 1,691  44.08% 

(10,187) 626  -5.40% 441,304 13,313  40.44% 

6,641  328  3.72% 447,773 6,469  41.34% 

10,837  820  5.85% 461,369 13,596  42.47% 

(28,853) 1,002  -14.72% 430,718 (30,651) 38.79% 

7,510  825  4.49% 423,982 (6,736) 41.18% 

(13,954) 644  -7.99% 435,088 11,106  36.92% 

(28,571) 619  -17.78% 447,290 12,202  29.53% 

5,538  635  4.19% 433,858 (13,432) 31.72% 

(3,822) 100  -2.78% 434,586 728  30.79% 

8,323  477  6.22% 445,651 11,065  31.89% 

20,243  1,020  14.24% 440,712 (4,939) 36.84% 

(3,891) 307  -2.40% 419,727 (20,985) 37.76% 

(15,951) 661  -10.07% 417,176 (2,551) 34.16% 

1,280  134  0.90% 416,513 (663) 34.53% 

(1,873) 9  -1.30% 413,083 (3,430) 34.36% 

(37,541) (821) -26.45% 415,074 1,991  25.15% 

(8,825) (139) -8.45% 421,087 6,013  22.69% 

(7,844) 325  -8.21% 437,931 16,844  20.03% 

(3,573) 132  -4.07% 443,806 5,875  18.96% 

(24) 0  -0.03% 446,087 2,281  18.86% 

(24,901) (5,071) -29.60% 411,001 (35,086) 14.41% 

2,431  133  4.10% 373,061 (37,940) 16.53% 

(3,330) 158  -5.40% 373,844 783  15.60% 

(14,207) 1,325  -24.36% 377,106 3,262  11.70% 

(8,907) 98  -20.19% 390,647 13,541  9.01% 

(12,432) 374  -35.31% 410,399 19,752  5.55% 

(3,735) (478) -16.40% 431,574 21,175  4.41% 

5,566  137  29.23% 440,283 8,709  5.59% 

10,089  190  41.00% 434,750 (5,533) 7.98% 

(8,922) 470  -25.71% 397,035 (37,715) 6.49% 

28,385  (657) 110.13% 396,062 (973) 13.67% 

            

            

Difference Dif per $ Dif % O-Interest 
Previous 
Wk TTL O/I   

(Tables overlap)  
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 (Gold -3.3%, LCNS jumps a big 28,385 contracts or 110.1%.)   

Gold LCNS Graph:   

The combined commercial traders are coming off an extremely low amount of hedging right 

now; the lowest in 12 years.     

 

 

Since July 9, when the combined commercial traders reported their lowest collective net short 

position thus far of 19,041 contracts, with gold then $1251, gold has advanced a net $31.76 or 

2.5% while the LCNS has increased by 35,118 contracts (184%) up to 54,159 contracts net 

short.  That has to sound short-term bearish but in this case there really are extenuating 

circumstances.   

Importantly, 28,385 of that increase occurred this week and is entirely attributable to the 

mercenary Swap Dealers, as we will see in a moment.   The natural hedgers, the Producer 

Merchants were not only not part of the selling pressure this week, as we will also see a bit 

later, the U.S. bullion bank contingent of the PMs have become quite long gold futures 

according to the Bank Participation Report (covered below).   

Clearly the Legacy COT report shows the combined commercial traders net short positioning 

got to an extremely low level in July and is now apparently bouncing up off that 12 year low.  

Counter-intuitively, looking back in time on the graph above, gold tends to do better after 

important lows for the LCNS have been established and the blue line is moving back higher.     

Relative Commercial Net Short Position  (LCNS.TO) 

We compare the LCNS with the total number of contracts open to standardize the data across 

longer periods of time (the LCNS.TO or relative commercial net short position).  The nominal 

number of contracts in the LCNS means more to us that way.  It helps us to understand how 

aggressive the natural hedgers are relative to all the action in the futures market.    
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Below is the LCNS.TO chart for reference.   

 

This week:  Open interest declined 973 lots to 396,062 open.  The relative commercial net short 

position or LCNS.TO jumps big from an extremely low 6.5% to 13.7% of all COMEX contracts 

open.  (Large jump, yes, but still quite low and historically extremely contrary bullish. The 

graph above puts it into long term context pretty well.)  

In a report from the first week of June, we said:  “Since 2002 it has been the non-commercials or 

Specs on the net long side of gold and the commercials always net short.  Unless gold is about to return to 

those pre-2002 days, and we would be completely dumbfounded and shocked if so, the relative 

commercial net short position (LCNS.TO) has reached an extreme and should-be extremely bullish low as 

of May 28.”   

On May 28, in the aftermath of the Goldman Smash,  the LCNS.TO had fallen to a then amazing 

low of 14.4% with gold then having tested the $1320s.  Amazing or not, the indicator was not 

yet done moving lower.  As shown on the chart, in the July 9 report, right after the June 28 sell 

down that tested as low as $1180, the LCNS.TO touched a remarkable 4.4% with gold then 

having recovered back up to $1251.  That was the lowest reading for the LCNS.TO since Dec 11, 

2001, three months after the terrorist attacks of 9/11, the last time the combined commercial 

traders were net long gold futures (13,626 contracts net long then with $272 gold!).    

As we have said repeatedly, an LCNS.TO this low suggests hedgers are definitely not 

aggressive on the sell side of gold.  Indeed, as of July 9, with gold having been sold down from 

the $1923 pinnacle in September of 2011 to as low as $1180 – a huge, important and long-

period correction of $743 or 38.6%, the combined commercials had positioned similarly to 
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when gold was in the $270s the ounce 12 years ago, which shows us just how little concern 

they had for the price of gold to fall further.  (Not very worried that gold would fall materially 

from there.)   

It also shows how momentum can take hold and continue for a long time, way overshooting 

the fundamentals, especially once a market has become a psychological killing fields.   

The combined commercials category includes the big hedgers (producers, bullion merchants 

and big national bullion dealers, refiners, jewelry manufacturers, bullion management firms, 

etc., and most of the bullion banks those traders end up trading through;  but it also includes 

the mercenary high-risk-high-leverage derivatives selling commercial and investment banks 

like Goldman Sachs, et al, (Swap Dealers).   As we will see momentarily, the two main brigades 

on the commercial side of the COMEX battlefield are not always on the same page of the battle 

plan.     

Bottom line for the Legacy COT:  Witness a big jump this week for the relative commercial net 

short positioning, but as we will see momentarily, it comes from the mercenary Swap Dealers, 

not the Producer Merchants and it is in response to, or otherwise connected to a massive short 

covering by Other Reportable Specs, who have been the largest seller of gold futures for many 

weeks.   

The Legacy COT positioning of the commercials remains very strongly contrary bullish in other 

words.  That’s if the gold bull market is still alive and well, and merely in the largest, most 

important bull market correction yet, which we think is the case.    

As we will see in a moment, there were some 

surprising, unexpected and downright stunning 

changes in the disaggregated COT report.  Once 

again, they reveal that, behind the scenes, some very 

big decisions have been made by some of the large 

traders of paper gold.    

“Change” has been showing in the gold market for 

some time now.  Certainly since early July.  Bearish 

momentum has at least checked up, if it has not 

reversed entirely.  Backwardation, negative GOFO, 

reports and rumors of tight supplies.  Reports of 

physical gold migrating from west to east, answering high premiums being paid there by long-

term thinking investors and non-G7 central banks are just a few of the signs visible.     

Our sense is that the gold bear market is now grinding out a bottom.  If the bottom was not 

made on June 28 in the $1180s, our read from the positioning of the largest traders of gold 

futures on the planet is that those who are still bearish of gold need help now to continue to 

gain support for their cause…. 

Ahem!  Once again we are getting ahead of the story, so let’s look further under the hood with 

the changes which have surfaced in the disaggregated commitments of traders report (DCOT).   
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Disaggregated Commitments of Traders (DCOT)   

CFTC DCOT  6-Aug 30-Jul   

 Gold No Spread Net Positioning This Week Last Week Change  

 Gold Close Tuesday  $1,282.80  $1,326.02  ($43.22) -3.259% 

Producer/Merchant…  (4,456) (4,414) (42) 0.952% 

Swap Dealers (49,703) (21,360) (28,343) 132.692% 

Managed Money 34,744  52,029  (17,285) -33.222% 

Other Reportables 16,891  (23,663) 40,554  -171.381% 

Non Reportables  2,524  (2,592) 5,116  -197.377% 

Open Interest  396,062  397,035  (973) -0.245% 

 

(DCOT Table for August 9, 2013, for data as of the close on Tuesday, August 6. Source CFTC for COT data, 

Cash Market for gold and silver.)  

In the DCOT table above a net short position shows as a negative figure in red. A net long 

position shows in black. In the Change column, a negative number indicates either an increase 

to an existing net short position or a reduction of a net long position. A black figure in the 

Change column indicates an increase to an existing long position or a reduction of an existing 

net short position. The way to think of it is that black figures in the Change column are traders 

getting “longer” and red figures are traders getting less long or shorter. 

All of the trader’s positions are calculated net of spreading contracts as of the Tuesday 

disaggregated COT report.  

Once again the changes in the positioning of the Swap Dealers and Other Reportables jump out 

at us. It is uncanny that the template we are using today was written back in the first week of 

June.   Why is it uncanny?  Because the big movers in the gold market were then the same 

players, only in reverse!  Back in June our comments about the DCOT recap were:  

Swap Dealers were NET BUYERS of 28,138 lots while Other Reportables were inexplicably NET SELLERS of 

a giant 34,059 contracts.   

‘Take a look now, Martha.’  Swap Dealers were NET SELLERS of 28,343 lots while Other 

Reportables were huge NET BUYERS of a whopping 40,554 contracts!  (Recap above.)  

Holy Reversal, Batman!  Flippamundo!  But hey, let’s take our time here and look at each 

category separately.   

DCOT Graphs and Data for Particular Classes of Traders    

First the NET positioning of the Producers, Merchants, Processors, Users category which we 

shorten to PMs.  PMs include the natural hedgers, like refiners, large bullion merchants, 

producers, manufacturers, jewelers, et al, and the bullion banks some of them trade through, 

but does not include traders the CFTC classes as Swap Dealers.   
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Since the net position is a negative number, a higher blue line means a lower number of net 

hedges in this graph.   

Here’s the recent data.   

6/25/2013 1276.5 -19266 1074 

7/2/2013 1243.23 -15190 4076 

7/9/2013 1251.04 -15128 62 

7/16/2013 1291.75 -13894 1234 

7/23/2013 1344.99 -14292 -398 

7/30/2013 1326.02 -4414 9878 

8/6/2013 1282.8 -4456 -42 

   
  

Producer/Merchant Net Position    

Date Price Net Pos  Change 
 

Recall that two reporting weeks ago, the PMs reported their lowest collective net short positioning of the 

entire DCOT dataset of a miniscule 4,414 contracts net short (data begins in 2006).  Since then, as gold 

retreated a net $43 or so to $1282 Tuesday, the PMs have practically remained flat, actually increasing 

their net short positioning by a tiny 42 contracts. (Contrast to Swap Dealers when the time comes.)  The 

PM net short positioning remains at/near extreme DCOT record lows, meaning that the PM’s, the largest, 

best funded and probably the best informed traders of gold futures are not, repeat not, motivated to 

hedge gold or bet that gold will move lower in price.   

To the contrary; the Big Hedgers, the PMs, are instead positioned for higher gold prices.  They are much 

less net short now than they were positioned in the depth of the 2008 panic, with gold then trading in the 

$700s (arrow).  Extreme lows for the net PM net short positioning correlate with important turning points 

for gold.    
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Producer Merchant Gross Shorts  

 

6/25/2013 1276.5 97257 7163 

7/2/2013 1243.23 102780 5523 

7/9/2013 1251.04 112677 9897 

7/16/2013 1291.75 126621 13944 

7/23/2013 1344.99 125351 -1270 

7/30/2013 1326.02 106813 -18538 

8/6/2013 1282.8 104902 -1911 

    Producer/Merchant Short Only 
 Date Price Short  Change 

 

Remember, the Producer Merchants are hedgers, hedging to protect against falling or in some 

cases rising gold prices (mostly falling).  So it is normal for the Big Hedgers to have a 

considerable number of gold short bets on.  At or near 100,000 contracts is a kind of base for 

these traders.  See the arrow?  That  (102,803 shorts) was the lowest the PM shorts got to 

when gold sold off to $681 in November of 2008 during the heat of the financial crisis.   

As the price of gold falls there is less incentive for hedgers to hedge and vice versa.  When they 

believe prices are very high they are quick to hedge and hedge more of pending deals.  The 

opposite is true too.  The Big Hedgers are not, repeat not, positioned for lower gold prices.   

Now we move to the other commercial traders, the mercenary Swap Dealer commercials.  

Remember they took a huge brand new short position just ahead of the Goldman Smash?  Then 

in May they took that huge short position off right quick!  Well, today we have a different story 

for you, and once again it will end up involving the Other Reportable traders.    
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Swap Dealer (SD) NET position.     

 

(Like the PM chart, a higher blue line means a lower net short position.)   

5/14/2013 1425.1 -57080 -6824 

5/21/2013 1376.03 -49788 7292 

5/28/2013 1380.94 -21650 28138 

 6/4/2013 1399.17 -28522 -6872 

6/11/2013 1378.04 -28443 79 

6/18/2013 1367.32 -23775 4668 

6/25/2013 1276.5 -15942 7833 

7/2/2013 1243.23 -7586 8356 

7/9/2013 1251.04 -3913 3673 

7/16/2013 1291.75 -10713 -6800 

7/23/2013 1344.99 -20404 -9691 

7/30/2013 1326.02 -21360 -956 

8/6/2013 1282.8 -49703 -28343 

   
  

Swap Dealers No Spread Net   

Date Price Net Pos  Change 
 

This week the SDs added 2,549 new longs and put on a big 30,892 shorts!, for a dramatic 

INCREASE of their collective net short positioning of a whopping 28,343 contracts, from 21,360 

up to 49,703 contracts net short.  Want to know who the Big Sellers were that were keeping a 

thumb on the gold futures market this past week?  Well, look above, mis amigos.  It was the 

Goldmans again.  But this time one of their usual counterparties, the Other Reportables, 

decided to cover their short exposure como uno perro grande.  As we will see shortly.   
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Swap Dealer Gross Shorts 

 

5/21/2013 1376.03 92997 -7864 

5/28/2013 1380.94 67221 -25776 

6/4/2013 1399.17 71906 4685 

6/11/2013 1378.04 72278 372 

6/18/2013 1367.32 70187 -2091 

6/25/2013 1276.5 60902 -9285 

7/2/2013 1243.23 63604 2702 

7/9/2013 1251.04 64720 1116 

7/16/2013 1291.75 66927 2207 

7/23/2013 1344.99 69521 2594 

7/30/2013 1326.02 66832 -2689 

8/6/2013 1282.8 97724 30892 

   
  

Swap Dealer Short Only   

Date Price Short  Change 
 

As you already know, Swap Dealers added a big 30,892 new shorts this past week, and were 

much of the selling pressure during the sell down attempt.  A sell down attempt that fetched up 

in the $1270s the very day this report cut off and gold failed to gain downside traction.   
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Managed Money (MM) NET Position  aka “The Funds,” trend following professionals who trade 

futures for clients, commodity trading advisors or CTA’s, commodity pool operators, hedge 

funds, et al.    

 

6/25/2013 1276.5 30289 -8964 

7/2/2013 1243.23 21384 -8905 

7/9/2013 1251.04 23882 2498 

7/16/2013 1291.75 41841 17959 

7/23/2013 1344.99 55354 13513 

7/30/2013 1326.02 52029 -3325 

8/6/2013 1282.8 34744 -17285 

   
  

Managed Money No Spread Net   

Date Price Net Pos  Change 
 

This week the Swap Dealer selling enticed at least some of the hedge fund crowd to join in on 

the sell side as Managed Money were net sellers of 17,285 lots, pretty strongly reducing their 

net long position from 52,029 to 34,744 contracts net long.  A cynic might think that members 

of the Swap Dealer ‘bloods’ and Managed Money ‘crips’ conspired to attempt to manhandle the 

gold market lower.  However, we believe that Managed Money are simply trend following 

gamers who will jump ship in a heartbeat if they think that gold is heading another direction.  

Since gold failed to gain downside traction, it would not surprise us in the least if the next 

report shows Managed Money increasing their net long position and decreasing their gross 

short position, given gold’s resilience late week.    

Speaking of the MM gross shorts, let’s look there next.   
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Managed Money Gross Shorts  

 

6/25/2013 1276.5 77152 5990 

7/2/2013 1243.23 81627 4475 

7/9/2013 1251.04 82060 433 

7/16/2013 1291.75 64896 -17164 

7/23/2013 1344.99 56639 -8257 

7/30/2013 1326.02 56821 182 

8/6/2013 1282.8 70596 13775 

   
  

Managed Money Short Only    

Date Price Short  Change 
 

This week:  Managed Money traders added 13,775 new shorts, which is a 

pretty big addition for them, and perhaps a little disconcerting, but like we 

said, our expectation is that the MMs are going the other way now as gold 

failed to gain any downside traction in the Monday-Tuesday sell down. Recall 

that they made a new record high short position July 9 at a unprecedented 

82,060 shorts with gold then in the $1250s.  Their short position has been 

volatile since then, but remains a big pile of short covering TNT for when gold finally decides it 

is done trying to move lower (and, as Chief Inspector Clouseau might have said, “They feel it in 

their bones.”). …  Spec shorts are the highest of high octane rally fuel.   

We want to show a long strip of data for Managed Money traders here, in order to make a point 

that seems to get lost in the discussion in the blogosphere.  Just below is the long, short, 

spreading and net position data for Managed Money traders since January 29, when gold was 

trading in the $1660s.      
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111076 34575 9685 76501 

113058 34510 10401 78548 

113939 47357 9721 66582 

109507 66697 13847 42810 

112888 62035 10835 50853 

108352 67182 13695 41170 

112966 68642 15527 44324 

121388 56690 16110 64698 

110766 54831 11326 55935 

110504 66308 11715 44196 

113423 63436 12518 49987 

122687 54025 6693 68662 

119662 66743 7281 52919 

116815 65224 7398 51591 

115705 67172 9484 48533 

112533 73149 9385 39384 

113088 76730 9785 36358 

114281 67244 8164 47037 

112259 58671 6840 53588 

116492 61174 7154 55318 

110415 71162 7175 39253 

107441 77152 9787 30289 

103011 81627 12696 21384 

105942 82060 12223 23882 

106737 64896 6402 41841 

111993 56639 7885 55354 

108850 56821 6156 52029 

105340 70596 5257 34744 

   
  

Managed Money     No Spread 

Long Short  Spread Net Pos 

 

The only point we want to make is that the actual gross long positioning of the Managed Money 

traders (left column) has varied very little since January and $1660 gold.  Nearly all the 

volatility in their net positioning (right, shaded column) has been their increase or decrease in 

shorts (second column).   

That’s it. We used an entire page to make one point, but the next time you hear someone 

saying that the hedge funds are “dumping” their paper gold long contracts, remember this 

page, or maybe share it with them. … Surprised?   

As we have said repeatedly in these pages, we think the MMs add shorts to hedge their longer 

term long exposure.  If we saw that they were indeed closing out their longs en masse, it 

would send shivers down our spine.  Instead, we have NOT seen that at all, so we tend to look 

on their increases in shorts as their “insurance.”  When we start to see those insurance bets 
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falling fast we will know the Funds have become convinced that gold is done moving lower.  We 

know they do not have the gold to deliver into the market and therefore WILL be covering the 

shorts at some point.   

Other Reportable Net Position 

Now for the wild, wild west and the strangest and perhaps the most interesting of the changes 

for this week, the NET positioning of the traders the CFTC classes as Other Reportables (ORs), 

very large traders trading in futures for their own book, not trading for clients.   

 

Recall that the report we are using for a template from June had the exact same major players 

making the huge moves (SDs and ORs), but only in reverse.  The arrow points to the big move 

last time.   

Here’s what we said in that last report then:  No, we do not know what to make of it yet, and the 

very large plunge in the OR net long positioning happens to coincide with the mercenary Swap Dealers 

strong reduction in net short positioning and that leads to the conclusion they are directly related, but this 

graph is no less than stunning.   

Both the net sell in June and the giant net buy this past week are huge, violent moves in the 

COMEX frog pond.  Recall that on March 26, as gold was correcting back to the $1550s, Other 

Reportables built up a record high net long position of 76,511 lots.  The Goldman Smash April 

15 apparently changed things, because the ORs turned tail and in one of the most stunning 

reversals of positioning we have ever seen they went from record net long to a record net short 

position of 23,663 lots last week (July 30, just 4 months for a total large position reversal!).    

Now look Martha!  Another stunner.  From 23,663 contracts net short up to 16,891 lots net long 

in ONE WEEK.  That is a one week change of a whopping 40,554 contracts!  Now we know who 

was behind the buying that kept the gold market from gaining any downside traction in the sell 
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down attempt earlier this week, but we don’t know what gave the ORs the ‘willies’ and 

convinced them they’d better get the heck out of all those shorts.    

Here’s some data  on the OR net position for the wonks among us to study.   

3/19/2013 1612.49 70831 648 

3/26/2013 1599.8 76511 5680 

4/2/2013 1575.67 76010 -501 

4/9/2013 1585.25 69372 -6638 

4/16/2013 1367.06 60220 -9152 

4/23/2013 1412.78 51336 -8884 

4/30/2013 1476.33 45461 -5875 

5/7/2013 1452.22 40890 -4571 

5/14/2013 1425.1 44342 3452 

5/21/2013 1376.03 43901 -441 

5/28/2013 1380.94 9842 -34059 

6/4/2013 1399.17 7612 -2230 

6/11/2013 1378.04 3687 -3925 

6/18/2013 1367.32 4439 752 

6/25/2013 1276.5 3863 -576 

7/2/2013 1243.23 -633 -4496 

7/9/2013 1251.04 -7325 -6692 

7/16/2013 1291.75 -18379 -11054 

7/23/2013 1344.99 -21163 -2784 

7/30/2013 1326.02 -23663 -2500 

8/6/2013 1282.8 16891 40554 

   
  

Other Reportables No Spread 
Net   

Date Price Net Pos Change 
 

The green highlight was the OR record high net long position in March.  Red is the record high 

short position last week.  The 40,554 contract net change is, of course, unprecedented in its 

size for a single week, with the -34,059 decrease May 28 with gold then $1380 a close second 

in size.  These are giant moves by large, sophisticated elephants (and sometimes Goldman 

victims).      

As we have said before, over the years we have found little correlation in the NET positioning 

data for Swap Dealers and Other Reportables and the price of gold.  But we continue to see 

repeated evidence they trade directly with each other from usually opposite sides of the 

battlefield.  This week is no exception.  (Which one is the predator and prey?)    

Back in late May it was Swap Dealers with a big decrease in net shorts the same week the ORs 

net long position fell just about as big.  This week the reverse. … Yep, they are friendly 

competitors or mortal enemy combatants on the COMEX battlefield. … No doubt about it!   

Now, it kind of bothers us this week when we consider the Goldman Camp is making monstrous 

changes, in an uneasy, nagging sort of way.  Then again, when we look back in time on the 
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charts to try to find a correlation between the movements of the SDs and the ORs and the price 

of gold with predictive value, WITH PREDICTIVE VALUE, there is very little there.  You try it, 

please!  And if you do see a correlation that is clear and unambiguous, or not immediately 

negated within a few days/weeks, drop us a line.    

As huge and dramatic as the changes are this week in the SDs and the ORs, the truth is we 

don’t know which bucket to put them in.  The bucket marked “good stuff” or the bucket market 

“bad stuff.”   

What we do think we can surmise from the changes, however, is that for whatever reason, the 

Other Reportables decided to get the hell out of their gross shorts in gold as shown in the chart 

just below.  (AND THEY GOT OUT FAST AND FURIOUSLY, as shown below.) 

Other Reportable Gross Shorts  

 

5/21/2013 1376.03 32412 2366 

5/28/2013 1380.94 48442 16030 

6/4/2013 1399.17 51100 2658 

6/11/2013 1378.04 53836 2736 

6/18/2013 1367.32 51917 -1919 

6/25/2013 1276.5 53597 1680 

7/2/2013 1243.23 56334 2737 

7/9/2013 1251.04 61597 5263 

7/16/2013 1291.75 68213 6616 

7/23/2013 1344.99 70367 2154 

7/30/2013 1326.02 69332 -1035 

8/6/2013 1282.8 31581 -37751 

   
  

Other Reportables Short Only    

Date Price Short  Change 
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All together now, “Wow!”  As my old mentor, Ben, might have said, in an admiring sort of way:  

“They got ‘right’ all in one swell foop!”  (Meaning they didn’t mess around and try to finesse 

their decision.  They STAMPEDED to get out of their gold shorts.  The change is equivalent to 

the number of contracts used to initiate the Goldman Smash in April.)   

Now we wish there WAS a correlation in OR short covering and the price of gold we could 

proudly point to and say, “Hey, Martha, looky here!” …  Alas, we are still looking for one.   

Thank goodness we have the tried and true, long-term 

Legacy COT report to fall back on at times like these when 

there are huge changes in the individual actors we don’t 

know what to make of or what to do with.   

The Legacy COT melds the actions of the Swap Dealers 

into the commercial side and the Other Reportables into 

the Non-Commercial side, so we see their collective 

action through the lens of the wider market.  And if we 

get it wrong, we always, THAT’S ALWAYS trade with 

reasonable trading stops to keep us out of deep trouble.  

The Legacy COT is the pretty girl that ‘brung’ us to the barn dance, so you can bet we’ll be 

going home with her. … Let’s move on before everyone falls asleep.  This stuff is incredibly 

interesting to me personally, but I realize I am not in the majority – not even close!  I have 

tried to make it interesting over the years which is definitely NOT easy to do!      

Back on point for the last category of traders in the DCOT, the smaller traders the CFTC classes 

as Non Reportables.   

 

 

 

  

 

http://www.gotgoldreport.com/2013/05/so-much-for-position-limits-on-comex-gold.html
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Non-Reportables  

Lastly, the traders the CFTC classes as Non Reportables; smaller traders who trade under the number of 

contracts required to be reported.  (The class we and most of the traders we know trade in.)    

 

5/21/2013 1376.03 3863 3443 

5/28/2013 1380.94 2342 -1521 

6/4/2013 1399.17 452 -1890 

6/11/2013 1378.04 -683 -1135 

6/18/2013 1367.32 423 1106 

6/25/2013 1276.5 1056 633 

7/2/2013 1243.23 2025 969 

7/9/2013 1251.04 2484 459 

7/16/2013 1291.75 1145 -1339 

7/23/2013 1344.99 505 -640 

7/30/2013 1326.02 -2592 -3097 

8/6/2013 1282.8 2524 5116 

   
  

Non Reportables Net Pos   

Date Price Net Pos Change 
 

This week the NRs flipped back to 2,524 lots net long from a roughly equal amount net short 

last week.  That’s actually a fairly large bullish move (for them) of just over 5,100 contracts.  

In case it isn’t obvious, it means that the smaller traders bought into the dip for gold this time, 

unlike their larger brethren, Managed Money traders.  That’s interesting, but not all that 

predictive, yet.  Since May the smaller traders as a group have been either side of flat, 

apparently not ready to have a one-way point of view. 
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Perhaps more telling is the graph below, showing the NRs gross shorts.   

Non-Reportable Short Positioning  

 

5/14/2013 1425.1 40250 480 

5/21/2013 1376.03 38262 -1988 

5/28/2013 1380.94 42341 4079 

6/4/2013 1399.17 35478 -6863 

6/11/2013 1378.04 36476 998 

6/18/2013 1367.32 36802 326 

6/25/2013 1276.5 37874 1072 

7/2/2013 1243.23 36144 -1730 

7/9/2013 1251.04 35218 -926 

7/16/2013 1291.75 36750 1532 

7/23/2013 1344.99 37524 774 

7/30/2013 1326.02 36435 -1089 

8/6/2013 1282.8 33610 -2825 

   
  

Non Reportable Short Pos   

Date Price Short  Change 
 

The smaller trader gross shorts peaked May 28 at a DCOT record high 42,341 contracts short 

with gold then in the $1380s. Since then their conviction on the short side has been falling 

slightly, but there are still 33,610 sticks of short covering TNT remaining in case gold decides 

to catch a sure-enough bid just ahead.  (Short covering horsepower.)  
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U.S. Bullion-Trading Banks Net Long Gold Big Time 

We have time for one more chart this week.  And it’s a “keeper.”   Behold the largest net long 

position for U.S. bullion-trading banks in gold futures since we have been following the Bank 

Participation Report (since about 2005).   

 

(Negative number equals a net long position.)  Now, the recent data for our favorite wonks.   

12/4/2012 $1,697.32 5 37,790  144,183  106,393  8,292  

1/8/2013 $1,658.94 4 35,210  117,414  82,204  (24,189) 

2/5/2013 $1,672.68 4 37,677  106,977  69,300  (12,904) 

3/5/2013 $1,575.19 4 40,685  86,924  46,239  (23,061) 

4/2/2013 $1,575.67 4 38,176  79,842  41,666  (4,573) 

5/7/2013 $1,452.22   59,829  76,610  16,781  (24,885) 

6/4/2013 $1,399.17   56,751  27,129  (29,622) (46,403) 

7/2/2013 $1,243.23 4 69,656  24,939  (44,717) (15,095) 

8/6/2013 $1,282.80 4 90,949  31,476  (59,473) (14,756) 

              

              

US BANK 
GOLD              

DATE GOLD # US  LONG SHORT NET CHANGE 

    BANKS     SHORT   

 

Look at all that red in the right hand column.  It means something…  
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The Bank Participation Report is published monthly and captures the close of trading on the 

first COT cutoff Tuesday of the month.  Over the past month the four U.S. banks reporting 

futures positions, which we can probably assume are bullion banks, collectively increased their 

net long positioning by 14,756 contracts to show a big 59,473 contracts Net Long. The data 

table was set up to capture the usually “net short” position of the banks.  A negative number in 

the Net Short column is actually a net long position.    

Look back to December, when the five reporting bullion banks held a collective net short 

position of 106,393 contracts with gold then trading near $1700.  As you go down the list and 

as gold corrected lower the U.S. banks reduced their exposure to the short side.  That’s what 

those red numbers are on the far right side – bullion banks reducing short exposure and 

hedges as their fear of lower gold prices waned.   

Notice that this past month, even though gold moved higher instead of lower, the banks 

continued to get longer with their positioning.  (A tell?) 

Say what you will and think what you might, but having the big bullion trading banks on the 

net long side gives us a measure of comfort and confidence.  The only other time the U.S. banks 

reported a net long position for gold was in June and July of 2008, just before Lehman went 

down and with gold then in the $880s to $930s.  In simple notation terms (US Banks Net Long 

= Gold Bullish in time).   

Brief Bottom Line: 

“Look Martha, the bullion banks are way longer in gold than they were in 2008!”      

Despite very large changes in the positioning of the Swap Dealers and 

Other Reportables, which we find incredibly interesting, but unreadable, 

there is still a tremendous amount of heavy short covering firepower now 

via the traders we least associate with the short side of gold, the traders 

the CFTC classes as Managed Money, Other Reportables and smaller Non-

Reportables (although there are 37,000 less OR shorts as of this week).     

Relying on the Legacy COT for our own guidance, the COT remains strongly 

contrary bullish.  We do so with the understanding and experience that 

teaches us that the COT is an imperfect, but still very valuable tool to use, 

especially if trading as a contrarian in the futures markets.   

Right or wrong, our read of the Legacy COT is that the largest, best funded and presumably the 

best informed traders of gold futures have positioned for higher, not lower gold prices.  The 

fact that U.S. bullion banks are now the most net long we have ever seen them is icing on the 

COT cake.     

That simply and certainly says bullion banks are the least fearful of a falling gold price since at 

least 2008 and probably in 2001, when gold was bottom scraping in the $270s.   

The relative commercial net short position or LCNS.TO remains near historic lows despite a 

rather large one week jump this time.  The Big Hedgers are not only not aggressive, they are 

predominantly net long!  
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This past week saw an attempted gold sell-down 

stopped and reversed (thanks in no small part to 

the heavy short covering by the Other 

Reportables with a case of ‘the willies.’  The 

week also saw a meaningful decline in the 

gold/silver ratio for the first time in a good 

while.   

We noted signs of large traders taking 

extraordinarily large, long-term bullish Leap 

positions in the big silver ETF (SLV) as 

mentioned in the introduction.   

Despite being in the Dog Daze of summer our 

sense is that a subtle shift is underway where 

some, not all, but some of the large Specs have 

switched from selling rallies to buying dips.   

Our perception is that mining shares have 

recently answered the metals more on up days than down days – a signal we hope to see a bit 

too much, so we don’t rely on our own qualitative observation.  Going through a list of 20 of 

the small, mid and large cap miners confirms that notion more than not.  A few of the gold and 

silver miners are shown below in 2-month, hourly terms for reference.   

 

Gold trading in extremely rare backwardation on the COMEX, the gold forward offered rate or 

GOFO in London in negative territory and has been for a solid month, which is unheard of (even 

out to 6 months in recent days), screams to us that supplies of gold needed for now-delivery 

have become scarce and precious enough to command a very real premium even in the largest, 

most liquid, most arbitraged bourses on earth.  Backwardation means something!   

Talk of “Taper-itus” by the various Fed governors and presidents gives gold bears something to 

squawk about, but our sense is that the U.S. Federal Reserve, the Bank of England, the 
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European Central Bank (through the back door), the People’s Bank of China (through an 

opaque veil) and the Bank of Japan (with its one quadrillion yen of government debt) have all 

backed themselves into a wicked Keynesian corner of constant government stimulus and 

intervention – or perish.  The equivalent of trillions upon trillions of fiat money expansion 

worldwide has been flooded into the large, complex global economic system. Gold has yet to 

fully answer the oceans of monetary inflation already baked into the Central Planner 

Confidence Cake.   Is that why the Other Reportables suddenly got the ‘willies.’? 

Confidence is such a fickle thing in times of stress.   

Rig for Heavy Weather – A Storm is Coming   

The worst president in U.S. history is about to choose the next high priest of 

global central banking planning and the arrogant, anti-business community 

organizer (and your president if you live in the U.S.) just might be dumb 

enough to pick the worst choice for the Fed imaginable in Larry Summers – as 

further punishment to productive Americans, while thumbing his nose at them.    

 

Lawrence Henry Summers – who was Treasury Secretary under the Clintons … who was 

disgracefully forced to quit his post as Prez of Harvard in the wake of a no-confidence vote by 

Harvard faculty in 2006. (Amid scandal and getting caught lying in public.)  

The same guy who famously said that women have “different availability of 

aptitude at the high end,” in 2005.  The very same heavy hitter who, along 

with Robert Reuben, helped push for the repeal of Glass-Steagall, leading to 

commercial banks diving head long into all kinds of highly leveraged, exotic, 

high-risk, toxic derivatives, turning them into giant, too-big-to-fail glorified 

hedge funds with the U.S. taxpayer on the hook.   

Summers has left a trail of tears, lies and way, way too many enemies to be trusted with the 

super-sensitive, highly diplomatic and very important job of Fed Chairman.  But if he does get 

the nod, despite his high-sleaze factor, it should be very, very good for gold.  If confirmed, it 

won’t be long before that ‘confidence thing’ at the Fed is completely shattered.   

*** End Notes ***   

The future of gold and particularly for silver is extremely bright, but unfortunately our belief 

there is colored by our sense that the “Big One” – the final act of a multi-generational debt 

cycle coming to a violent close is one of the primary reasons for it – when the giant global fiat 

currency based debt bomb detonates. (Perhaps starting in Japan when confidence there is 

finally and fatally crushed via the unintended consequences of “Abenomics.”) 

These things have to happen every once in a while to clear out the madness and return to a 

system that deserves trust.   

In the mean time, we see big, smart players, with names like Soros and Einhorn, et al, taking 

sizable bets in the miners, large and small.  So we reason they believe we have some time 

before the “Big One” – before The Global Reset comes.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lawrence_Summers
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Back on point, this is not a board game and we have no functioning crystal ball.  We cannot see 

the future any better than anyone else.  All we have to work with are the indications we study 

each week and the actions of the smartest people we know and know of to go by.  

On balance, a preponderance of the indicators we review each week, with heavy emphasis on 

what we see in the current Legacy COT for gold, leaves us with a strong bullish bias.  That 

means we are once again on point to reenter gold opportunistically … and for now it means to 

stand pat with a no-loss stop in play for our silver trade.   

As always, in the event our bullish read is dead wrong or premature, we will most definitely 

rely on our trading stops to keep us out of big trouble.   

While short term trading may seem to be the most important focus of this 

report, there are more important considerations to take away.  As we have been 

saying for some time now, we believe the time to accumulate precious metals 

arrived in June – for the first time since 2009 and it continues now.   

As long as the gold/silver ratio remains above 60:1 (that is 60 ounces of silver 

to one ounce of gold) we prefer to add silver over gold (but you know that 

already).  We wouldn’t try too hard to catch the last, lowest nickel lower in 

price when accumulating.  Somewhere near here or anywhere lower is good 

enough or will be in time we reckon.   

If you believe as we do, opportunistically accumulating real metal outside of any bank is our 

prime directive at this stage of the cycle and gold correction.  In measured bites, and with an 

eye to take advantage of bear raids or irrational negative momentum over time.  When the full-

blown currency and confidence crisis arrives we think we will be glad we did.    

We expect that opportunity window to continue for a little while, but not for much longer… and 

not at current prices.   

That is all for now.  Carry on!   
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Disclosure: The above contains opinion and commentary of the author.  Each person should study the issues carefully 

and, as always, make their own informed decisions. Please review all our relevant disclosures on the GGR website.   

 Vaya con Dios, Amigos.         

 

Blog Notice:   

GGR -- COT Update Posted for Subscribers   

HOUSTON –  Vultures (Got Gold Report Subscribers) please log in and navigate to the Got Gold Reports section 

of the Subscriber Welcome Page to view a new special Got Gold Report update from today, Sunday, August 11, 2013.  

We update our reporting on the positioning of the largest traders in gold futures and detail  important changes in the 

Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) commitments of traders (COT) reports.   

We plan to release this particular report in the public domain after a brief delay.  GGR Subscribers get it first though.   

***  

 

 

http://www.gotgoldreport.com/

